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Light represents a plane
of
physical
experience
where
magic,
noir,
levels. Using the glasses with different colour filters you can see one level at a
This research document is divided into five chapters, each of them having three

mystery
and
dream
can
exist
to
the
touch
visible using the green glasses. The cyan-coloured layer is seeable through the red
time. The magenta-colourd layer is about the theoretical research and becomes

-

glasses which is about my practical work. With the blue glasses the yellow layer
gets visible with illustrations. Each chapter you should first read about the
theoretical research with the green glasses and, then, with the red glasses, about

something transmutable
from one mind
indicates that an illustration belongs

my experiments. The following symbol

to it, which gets visible through the blue glasses.

to another.

Leticia Maldonado
(Hannah Stouffer 2018: 38)
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A word in advance
Development

of my
research question

CreatingThroughout
is my spirit. the
It gives
me energy,
offers meprogram
other
course
of my master

in scenography, my
research question has passed through various stages and has
perspectives
on the world,
and creates
littleadapted
escapes based
from reality.
constantly
changed
and been
on my experiences
and discoveries. It all started with the question:

This is what I try to transfer to the spectator.

How can you influence the spectator with light?

My whole
research is about showing how I relate myself to my
I especially wanted to create emotions in the spectator
sadness, anger, or happiness. However, after
creatingas
process
and how I look at the world of the spectator. My
experiments trying to elicit these emotions only

such

a few
by light and
the environment, it became clear to me that certain emotions
writing is
based on my own experience but also on how we
could not be elicited without a narrative aspect. This is
certain emotions are related to a specific
perceivebecause
and see the
world and how it can change the perception
relationship with certain moments in a person‘s life. They
are rooted in memories. They can get evoked with narratives
of our own
reality. I want people to take a moment to look, to feel,
that are connected or have similarities with the memory.
I considered collecting memories and working with them, but
and to imagine.
I did not feel the urge to give my work a strong narrative.
It did not feel right for me. At that moment I realised that
Especially
in difficult times like these, with self-isolation and
I want to focus primarily on the thoughts of my viewer and
how I could influence these thoughts with spatial
quarantine
caused by the Corona crisis, I feel the need to share
experiences. How can I get my spectator to daydream and to
fantasise? The research question changed again.

my views. I try to do more experiments and try-outs and share

How to influence people with colour and lights in
purpose
tothe
create
form
of hypnotic
-trance
?
digital space.
It offers
viewersathe
possibility
to escape for
a
them online. The challenge is to show my spatial practice in a

At this point I wanted to change the viewers’ consciousness.
of
that. I wanted to create the possibility that the viewers’
In thesethoughts
times of digitisation
completely
charge of trance
what experience
can flow. IIam
read
that ainhypnotic
can evoke changing experiences for your life path, and the
you see body
so I can
play
withgain
perception
andout
let you
can
also
energy
of travel
it. A tokind of out-of-body
experience and a travel to your inner self like a powernap.
colourfulHow
upside-down-worlds
my filters. and ourselves and how we
we do perceive through
our surroundings
can explicitly focus on our vision? How can our brain change
our vision and give us the opportunity to see our environment
in all its glory and beauty? How does our brain perceive
something and how can it be enlightened by influencing it with
physical effects like illusions, distortion, and light?

short time
havethem
some distraction
from their
situation.
To and
bring
to the ‘here
and current
now’ and
the awareness

How can I change the viewers’ perception through
physical effects, especially through light?
This is exactly the topic of this document. Focusing on our
perception and on the awareness of physical effects like
light and how I experiment with them in my work.
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Consciousness

My work with
consciousness
against time. We

We live in a society where we race
always have to give 100% and sometimes sleep poorly.
It can happen that our battery is very low. Then
I wanted to work with consciousness and tried to create a kind of
coffee does not help anymore then. But how are you
supposed to be fit again in the next half hour?
hypnotic-trance effect. For this I developed a distorted video projection
There are many theories about powernaps. If you lie
1
down for 10-20 minutes and you do not have to sleep,
on the ceiling of a room with a spiral that was rotating, of which I slowly 3
it works wonders. But it should not be more than half
an hour, otherwise it will work counter-productively.
changed the colour. For the auditory sense, I recorded a text with a text
The question is how to find yourself again and get new
energy? Where to find creativity and balance? A place
about changing consciousness and added a slow beat to it. This slow beat
to relax or to solve problems. The more balanced you
are, the easier it is to find solutions. Fatigue
should indicate a rhythm according to which the viewers’
makes the brain work poorly, which can make things
1
seem much more complicated. So, are there ways to
heartbeat
should
synchronize.
The
test
subjects
should
lie
down
on
the
recharge and push your creativity?

floor in the room so that they can relax and look straight at the

Change
of consciousness
projection. This experiment showed me that a kind of hypnotic trance

3

Some methods that try to change the consciousness can
effect can occur through the monotonous visual effect in the room with
evoke creativity and gain energy like a powernap.
A change of consciousness is possible through
the participants lying on the floor. The monotonous sound helped the test
meditation which completely relaxes your mind and
body. But it is also possible to do this through
subjects relax and become calmer. They confirmed that my voice recorrhythmical activities to evoke a frequency-sequence
reaction. If your brain receives monotonous signals
ding also helped them to get involved. Sometimes they did not quite listen
over a long period of time it will stop registering
them. This is called habituation. The word comes from
to what I said, but they kept hearing the key words like ‚hypnotic trance‘.
the Latin habitual: become a habit and denotes the
gradually decreasing willingness of an individual to
At the beginning, a few participants drifted off but were not sure if that
respond to repeated stimuli. Your attention and focus
can turn inwards to mental happenings instead of your
was allowed. After hearing that this was part of the
monotonous surrounding.
Everyone has already experienced the effect of the
intention, they got involved completely. They also found my voice was
frequency-sequence reaction, for example when
looking at a campfire. The monotonous flickering of the 2
gentle and soothing. This was the first time that I worked with my voice
fire when you stare at it is very monotonous and your
thoughts start to wander. A kind of daydream takes
and it gave me the drive to work more with it. In their feedback the
place. Your creativity can get stimulated and helps
you to solve tasks that do not only require logical
participants recommended me to think of an introduction to this
thinking. Another example is the ‚highway hypnosis‘.
The median strips of the street that light up
experience. There should be an introduction before you get into the room,
individually at night act like light impulses.
After some time of unconscious looking at these
so you are prepared as a viewer. I thought that mindfulness exercises
strips, it can lead to the fact that you lose
reference to the current location. Rhythmically
could help. That the room is viewed and observed by the participants first.
acoustic impulses also have a comparable effect.
Even the shamans used drums to put their listeners in
a trance.
2
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In a trance your active brain side becomes calmer and the
less active side becomes more active. The left and right
To turn more attention first to the space and what is inside before you
brain-sides start to synchronise and exchange more
information than before. The special thing about hypnotic
start to focus on yourself. Based on the idea of a mindfulness exercise,
trance is that it makes living images possible. Hypnotic
comes from the Greek word hypnos, and means sleep, and is a
I set up an experiment where I let the audience come into the room with
kind of artificially induced sleep-like state whereby the
state of consciousness is changed. Due to the deep
the instructions to touch the object and play with it. During that time, I
relaxation, the logical-reflective mind is switched off for a
while and the subconscious appears. This creates a dialogue
read a short story about the sea. The object was a transparent balloon
in the head through moving images that can also affect other
2
senses.
filled
with
red
coloured
water
and
oil,
and
a
light-ray
from
the
beamer
In 1962 the artist Brian Gysin and the scientist Ian
Sommerville designed the „Dream-machine“. It is based on the
was focused on it. On the wall you saw a reflection of the water and oil. 1
reading ‚The Living Brain‘ by neurophysiologist William Gray
Walter, who deals with frequency-sequence reaction in his
For some participants it was too much. Too many things were going on at
work. The ‚Dream Machine‘ consists a cylinder in which
there is a lamp that is equipped with columns on the side.
the same time. They did not know where their focus should be. From this
The cylinder is placed on a turntable, where it rotates at 45
rotations per minute. The rotation of the lights is
I learned that the focus for the mindfulness exercise should either be on
observed with closed eyes. This should stimulate the optic
nerve and promote the generation of alpha waves in the brain.
the room or on the object. I would like to investigate this further. Maybe
Light impulses can be perceived as shadows, symbols, or
patterns, which can lead to a hypnotic state of
play with the idea that the focus is first on the object and then through
consciousness. Ian Sommerville wrote in his experience report
about the ‘Dream Machine’: ‚You look at it with your eyes
the object on the spatial structure. Or maybe split them in two rooms to
closed and the flickering plays over your eyelids. Visions
1
start with a kaleidoscope of colours on a surface in front of
have one space where you just focus on the outside and one where you
your eyes, and gradually everything becomes more complex and
beautiful [...] after a while the visions are constant behind
focus on the inside.
my eyes and I am in the middle of the whole scene I found
that my perception of the world around me has increased
significantly.’
Zooming in, zooming out
There are different ways to change the state of
consciousness. Another one is sensory deprivation. It is the
I want to use acrylic Hartz balls that are hollow and can
withdrawal of sensory stimuli. You will be completely
shielded from the outside. This can lead to hallucinations.
be filled with different liquids. Through the curvature and
A well-known way to do this is ‚floating‘. It is a kind of
bath in a closed capsule where you drift in saltwater.
the water inside, these spheres have a magnifier-effect and
Because the capsule is completely closed, it isolates you
from the outside and you cannot see or hear anything from
can influence perception when looking through them.
there. The temperature is adapted to your skin temperature
which means you feel no heat or cold. Your sensory stimuli
With this I try to create a kind of mindfullness-exercise and
are completely encapsulated. Your body’s boundaries
disappear. A softer form of sensory deprivation was developed
observe the space. I want to play with the combination of
by the American parapsychologist Charles Honorton using the
‚entire field technique‘. It comes from the German word
looking into the ball and looking through the ball to the
‚Ganz-feld‘. Instead of eliminating all external sensory
stimuli, they are kept at a constant level. This happens with
space around it. Zooming in and zooming out. ‚Zooming
monotone signals like white noise. Another possibility is
‚brain wave entertainment‘. The brain waves can be
in’ at the sphere is a way of looking at the outside world
influenced with the help of acoustic and visual impulses.
During a brainwave entertainment you can hear and see certain
through the globe. ‚Zooming out’ is a way of looking into
impulses. In the course of the stimulation, the frequency of
the impulses is slowly changed, which also changes the brain
the space and from there at the sphere.
wave patterns. This can lead to a different state of mind,
2 depending on the frequency.
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Perception
Reality Perception

My work with
perception

1

Wahrnehmung ist ein
psychophysiologischer Prozess.
Sie entsteht nicht in den
Sinnesorganen, sondern im Hirn.

What is reality, what is perception, and can they be
combined?
Perception and reality are two very different things.
Reality exists outside our head and cannot be easily
manipulated. Perception is an interplay of absorbing
information through the senses and information
processed in the brain. Thereby perception takes
place in our head and can easily be manipulated.
Other senses can change the perception of other
signals through the imagination. An example of this
is when we see two points approaching each other and
we hear a click when they cross, it feels as if they
would collide. So, our hearing tricks us. This shows
that our perception is not reality but only a
subjective perception of reality.
But perception becomes our own reality, because our
perception influences how we concentrate, process,
remember, interpret, and understand reality.
We construct a subjective reality based on our
Steigerwald, Friedbert (1997). Psychology, sociology
sensory impressions and experiences. Our perception
acts like a lens through which we see our own
reality. The lens through which we see is distorted
by genetic dispositions, experiences, emotions,
previous knowledge, and self-interest. The comparison
(Sandra n.pag.)
of the lens that influences our perception has brought
me the idea of spheres as a medium for my experiments
based on perception. I use acrylic balls that are
hollow. This allows me to fill them with liquids which
create a lens effect. All my experiments and
performances that I create are based on the
spectators’ own perception. It is about our
perception and how it is influenced and distorted
by the spheres and therefor how it changes our own
perception of reality.

(Perception is a psychophysiological process. It does not
arise in the sensory organs, but in the brain. )
and pedagogy.

1
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Dear Brain,
The idea of mindfulness and the ‚zooming in and zooming out‘
through
spheres I also
plays
perception.
The
When I read
about perception,
actually
read with
a lot about
you and what
youspheres are a
do with our vision. It seems that you create our reality for us. You are filling
physical
that
distorts
the
environment
and what we see from
up the gaps
and alsolens
connect
everything
with
memories.
So you construct
our reality but we are not involved in this process. We can’t make the decision
it we
dueseetoourthe
specific
features
that
assign
about how
reality
by ourselves,
because
it isIbeing
madetoforit.usSo,
by the spheres
you and you do it intuitively. An example is that the things we see, are
turnonthe
perspective
down.
You for
zoom
reverselycan
projected
the retina.
However,upside
you mirror
the picture
us. in on the globe
1
You do this without involving us in the decision.
and
look
through
it
at
the
outside
world
in
a
different
way than
It’s a process we are part of, but you hold the threads.
1
Another example is the blind spot in our eyes. You manage it in such a way
wenot
normally
in disturb
the ball
be coloured, which
that we are
aware of itdo.
andThe
that liquid
it does not
ourcan
dailyalso
seeing.
So, you construct our reality, the ‚constructivist view‘. Through you we
gives
the environment
different
colour
when
experience
our environment
because youaare
constructing
our own
realityyou
out look through
of the information our senses give, and connect them to our memory.
ball.
sphere
filled with water and oil, two worlds
An activethe
process
thatWhen
would the
not exist
withoutisus.
I want to work with exactly this perception. Maybe I will try to fool you a bit
that
are you
separated
and makeare
youcreated
more aware
of what
do with us.from each other. This is caused by
How can I change perception and how can I change the part which plays with
the stratification
water
andcan’t
oil.seeDue
to isthe
the awareness
of it? Playing withofthethe
colours
that you
if there
a separation of
colour lighting or when you look through a colour filter? Looking through a
liquids,
theredown?
is also
a reflection
thetheoverlay which can
magnifierthe
andtwo
see the
world upside
Involving
a surface at
where
world gets mirrored? Staying in a space with a very bright coloured lamp
a third
perspective.
Most
and thencreate
go to a room
without
colour? Then I will
see of
the the
spacetime
in the oil has a yellowish
complementary colour. So maybe I will just make visible how we see our
colour,
andof ifyou.
you
division
surroundings
because
Playcolour
with thethe
blindwater
spot andthe
make
it visible of
howthis coloured
you play with us and create our ‚reality perception‘. Because actually, it’s
substances gets more intense.
just ‚your reality‘.

2

Kind regards,

I created an experiment based on this idea. The audience first
heard a poem about a world in black and white. In the end I asked

Leny

them what their favourite colour was, and told them that mine is
yellow. Then they entered the room where a sphere hung, which
was filled with yellow liquid. It had a slight transition from dark
yellow to light yellow. The ball hung in the middle of the room at
2

eye level and was losing water which created a puddle. The
dripping was very slow and gave a different time feeling.
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audience always went into the room alone. It was about
Dear The
Leny
looking at the ball. Zooming out. In the space was a window at
Theconsciously
audience
alsothatsee
the
Interesting,one
I havewall.
never thought
about should
your observation
I fill the
gap window
for you. That view and the
I turn the view of the world around again which actually arrives upside down on the retina. I‘ve heard
room
down
in yellow
of it but haven‘t
reallystructure
dealt with it yet.upside
I am also not
aware ofand
this process
when I dothrough
it myself. I’mthe ball.
doing it automatically. It is a kind of instinct and also associated with memories. The fact that you
Zooming
in.of it and to show me how I unconsciously create yours but also my own
want to make
me more aware
reality, is intriguing. I want to support you by digging in my knowledge.
wassomething
a mindfulness
toof pay
attention
to small details.
I rememberItreading
about colours and exercise
their effect on both
us recently.
Which
circumstances influence the perception of colours?For example, intense colours of the same brightness
newcontrast
order
world
dimensions
can create aAflickering
whenof
theythe
are placed
next to with
each other.new
If we look
at the intense, and distortion.
equally bright colours for a long time, this can cause an overexcitement in our perception. They start
Distorted,contrast
upside
to flicker forPerceiving
me, therefore, alsothe
for you.world
There aredifferently.
just too many irritations!Another
that down in a
I can remember is the successive contrast. A coloured stimulus impresses itself over a long period of
different
colour.in the opposite colour. This contrast shows very clearly that our
time, creating
a coloured after-image
colour perception is relative. Each colour appears subjectively in the contrast of its surrounding colour.
Inreminds
the me
feedback
the
audience
became
This contrast
of the artworkfrom
by Pamela
Rosenkranz
in K21 it
in Düsseldorf
thatclear
we saw that the poem
together. The ceiling in the room was full of green and blue neon lights. After we left the room, the
had
toseen
the
situation.
white corridor
lookedhelped
completely them
pink. We to
knewadapt
it was whitequickly
because we had
it before.
Otherwise I also had a
we wouldn’t have noticed that the hallway was not pink. At that moment, this contrast was brought to
performative
presence
without
being
in the space as a
my eyes literally.
The successive contrast
is the physiological
requirement
for the present
simultaneous contrast.
This contrast goes beyond the reciprocal effect of colours that lie side by side. The same colours appear
of telling
favourite
colour
because
differently onresult
different coloured
bases. Thismy
change
results from reflections.
Thisand
perceptible
change is the distorted
actually not there at all. It arises from mine and so also your colour perception. This contrast can affect
reflection
worldplayinanthe
room
the brightness
and saturation.of
Allthe
these contrasts
important
role inwas
how wecompletely
see and perceive theyellow.
colours. Maybe this inspires you to experiment with colours and contrasts. I would be tempted if you
The
sense
time
touched
theRuskin
dripping
of the ball.
would do this.
I myself,
have aofstrong
love forwas
colours,also
they exude
joy to me. by
As John
once
said, ‚the purest and most thoughful minds are those who love colour the most.

1

This I should investigate further. Time can create tension. It can

make viewers wait for something. An example of this is the work
‚Notion Motion‘ by Olafur Eliassion. In his work in the Boijmans

Kind regards
Museum in Rotterdam in 2016, there was a large puddle in a room
where light shone on. This caused a reflection of the water on

1
Brain the ceiling. A brick hung on a thread in the air. After some
time

this brick fell into the water. The water began to ripple and the
reflection on the ceiling moved with it. Then the brick was pulled
up in the air again. This work created a nice experience and such
excitement that people were willing to wait for a long time again.
.
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Physical effects
Analog Digital

My work with
physcial effects

Digital media dominates our lives, especially in our
We live
an age where
worlda iskind
increasingly
free time.
Theintelevision
hasour
become
of god separated from
who narcotised us as Frank Bernbach writes in his
theaware
physical
world. AThe
lottelevision
of things only
takeusplace digitally
book ‚Be
of form‘.
makes
comfortable and influences our interior of the
instead
in realroom
life. is
As amostly
result,built
we doaround
not only
lose human
apartment.
Ourofliving
the
TV. But the television is one of the biggest protests
but also
relationships
againstrelationships
the mindfulness
culture.
It doeswith
not ourselves.
make us
passively active. To relax you should actively engage
During else
this time,
I ampassively
looking for
to find
myself with help
in something
and not
lieways
on the
bank.

that take
in real life.
So, canfrom
the physical
digital objects
media affect
ourplace
mindfulness
andThe
1
would analogue support it?

world is full

of phenomena and natural wonders. We are driven by our own

How about a combination?

chemistry. These phenomena describe the universal

If you compare a digital mail with a handwritten
aboutpost
the how,
thecourse
what,faster
and theand
why.
A big topic on its
letter,question
the digital
is of
more
practical. However, the handwritten letter is more
own.
explanations
areand
difficult for me to
tangible
andSometimes
material. these
We choose
actively
consciously. First think, formulate, and then write.
understand.
However,
work
it awords
lot. I with
am not concerned
Not like
in the email
where Iyou
canwith
delete
the ‚undo key‘.

with the ‚how‘ and the ‚why‘ but only ‚it is as it is‘. I am used to

This process is very inspiring. First think about the
looking
my surroundings
finding small moments. I am doing
what, then
theathow,
and then theand
implementation.
It is a way of working that also works for me.
mindfulness
at thatand
moment.
My environment
First, aI kind
get of
inspired
by myexercise
surroundings
I start
thinking about what. An example of this is that one
and facilitates
and I capture
night Iinspires
saw a puddle
with theme,
reflection
of a these little moments in
streetlamp in it. It was raining which caused the
videos
are bringing me
new ideas for my work.
reflection
of and
the photos.
light toThey
be interrupted
by the
raindrops. The reflection of the streetlamp was
It isbyinteresting
see what
materials
achieve
deformed
the smalltowaves
in the
puddle.
A kindwhen
of they interact
dance was created through the reflections on the
each to
other,
or how
theythought
can beabout
changed
waves. with
I wanted
imitate
this,
howby
I an interaction
would go about it, and made a plan of the materials I
other
materials.
I try to engage
them with digital medias
needed with
for it.
Then
the implementation
followed.
I placed a small puddle on a fabric tarpaulin and
effectswith
to create
hybrid
medium.
hung anand
LEDphysical
stick light
a bluethe
filter
over
it.
2
With a pipette I dripped small drops in the puddle.
The reflection of the lamp was deformed by the drops.
2
Through the deformation a movement arose from a line 1
to mandala shaped forms and back again.
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I mostly try to combine these mindful and active
decisions in a hybrid combination of analogue and
digital media. The ‚Zeitgeist‘ is digital media and
Mostly,
amthe
looking
for chemical
or physical
they also
give I us
opportunity
to create
much reactions out of
more. But I am always drawn to physical effects that
different
materials.
discover
reaction
of materials to each
take place
analogously
andI that
are a
simply
perceived
more mateially and activelym giving them a different
value. other. Testing these, I sometimes get a completely different

effect and, subsequently I continue to work with it. A kind of
chain reaction. A journey of discovery. In the end, I evaluate the
whole thing and continue working on it. A feedback loop takes
place.

Hybrid medium
My experiments are analogue or a combination of
digital and analogue media. A hybrid medium. I try to
create different effects with projections, light, and
fog with my acrylic glass balls that are filled with
water or other liquids. The acrylic glass balls, or
how I call them ’spheres’, have a magnifying glass
1
effect due to the curvature and the water and can
interact with the projections and light in a physical
way.
I create a kind of physical filter with my acrylic
spheres that presents our surrounding in a different
way than we normally perceive it. Due to the water
in the balls it has the effect of a magnifying glass
whereby the environment is turned upside down,
watery and, for example, by adding different colours
we can change the colour of the view. It is therefore
an analogue filter that does not take place
digitally as we know it most of the time. A sphere is
always limited to one effect per filter. There can be
several spheres in the space, but the number of
Berzbach
96)
filters (Frank
is still
very2016:
limited.

We shape tools and

they in turn shape us.
Marshall McLuhan

1

WHY?

1111

There is not much choice so you can only focus on a
few filters. The filters get more appreciation and will
not be forgotten quickly. You can compare it to
One example
is thattakes
I drank
a cupwith
of tea
photographs.
If someone
photos
anrecently.
analogueDue to the
camera and subsequently holds the limited number of
of the glass,
the tealight
in the
background
was
photos curvature
in their hands,
they have
much more
value
to
the person than if they were taken with the digital
and,
addition,
thecomparison
surface, the
whole was mirrored 1
camera distorted
and stored
ininthe
cloud.onIn
there
are usually so many photos that the individual photos
thatattention
I thought about
howare
I could work with it. It was
do not again.
reallyAfter
attract
and they
forgotten much faster.

the starting point for my experiments with the spheres.

The mass of digital filters online also makes the
I wanted
to fill a ball
thatspoiled
is transparent
with water and try
decision
more difficult.
You are
for choice.
Limits promote creativity. The Dutch poet Jacques
out this
feature.
did vrijheid
not have die
a glass ball available,
Perk wrote
‚De physical
ware vrijheid
is Idie
luistert naar de wetten‘ which translates to ‚true
I usedinto
a transparent
balloonwhen
and it
filled
with water. I placed
freedomsocomes
full expression
is itlimited
by rules‘. So, if something is framed, it can inspire
theand
balloon
on a glass
plate andUnlimited
placed a projector
you more
encourage
creativity.
choices under it with
can inhibit. A comparison to this is, for example, if
2
I mapped
a videoonofaaplatform
rotating spiral
we wantwhich
to make
a decision
like on the balloon.
Netflix, we mostly fall back on the familiar things
to the
the balloon,
the videoand
was reproduced
that weDue
know.
Thewater
largeinselection
unsettles
overwhelms us.

distorted on the ceiling. It was a combination of physical effects

So, the whole thing is framed by the limited
andof
digital
medium.
A hybrid
medium.
selection
physical
filters.
Through
which the whole
can gain more appreciation and inspire creativity.

1

Less is more
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

2

12 12

Light

1

My work with
light

The beginning was the light.
On the first day of creation, God created light and
darkness.
It was the first differentiation. Everything looks
grey and dark at night and during the day it is
bright and shines in intense colours.Colour and light
belong together. No colours would be perceptible
without light.
White light is composed of several colours. When
white sunlight is broken down, it consists of the
spectral colours red, orange, yellow, green, blue and
violet. Sunlight is the perfect white light. In
contrast, artificial light can have colour gaps. They
are, therefore, also assigned with a CRI value
(colour rendering index). This value describes the
colour rendering of an artificial light source
compared to sunlight.
A red tomato looks red to us because the tomato only
reflects the red light from the white light and
absorbs the remaining colours. However, if the
artificial light source hardly has a red colour range,
the red tomato looks more greyer and less appetising.
So, it (Hannah
dependsStouffer
on the
composition
of the light how we
2018:
114)
perceive colours.

Light is directly connected with our
perception of the world
Massimo Uberti

Light is therefore color
and shadow is the absence thereof
JMW Turner
( Kassia St Claire 2017: 12)

People have an inherent attraction to color
Bill Fitzgibbons
(Hannah Stouffer 2018: 140)
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There are of course other circumstances that play a
role in our perception of colours. The eye of the
beholder for example can play a role. If someone has
a red green weakness that person can see little or no
difference between the colours red and green. This is
I have
donethat
someoccurs
experiments
light andand,
the spheres that
a genetic
defect
on the xwith
chromosome
therefore, mostly affects the male sex because they
withthe
thex perception,
cannot play
balance
chromosome consciousness
with another xand the connection of
chromosome. But what exactly does a red-green
physical
effects
and digital
I still of
have new ideas and ideas
weakness
involve?
We humans
havemedia.
two types
photoreceptors on the retina of the eye. These
to develop
ofpulses
the older
receptors
convertsome
light
so experiments
they can be further. That is why I
processed by the brain which ultimately creates the
continue
workThere
on it. are the rods that are
visual will
image
in thetohead.
responsible for the light-dark vision and the cone
For for
example,
I want
to play
withdifferent
projections on the balls. When a
receptors
colour.
We have
three
types of cone receptors. The difference between them
is filled
with clear
liquid and
projection is mapped on it,
is thatsphere
they are
activated
by light
withadifferent
wavelengths. Red for long-wave light, green for
three light
projections
arise.for
Oneshort-wave
on the firstlight.
side ofInthe ball, a second
medium-wave
and blue
case of a red-green weakness, the protein ‚opsin‘,
1
on crucial
the other
finally
one on the
which is
forside,
the and
light
conversion,
can wall.
only The size of the
be partially formed for cones sensitive to red and
alsothe
changes
because
is bundled
by the magnifying
green. projections
As a result,
receptors
for it
red
and green
are nit activated as much.
glassenvironment
effect. The second
on the
of the
is,
The colour
of theone
colour
canside
also
playsphere
a
role at how we perceive this colour. The simultaneous
therefore,
projection of
on adjacent
the wall gets enlarged
contrast
is, for smaller
example,and
thethe
interaction
colours. Since it is not really there, it is a
upside down.
purely and
subjective
colour perception by the viewer.
The eye complements the counterpart. The colours are
What
if I place
several
influenced
by happens
each other
and this
can balls
haveina a row? Would the
harmonising influence upon our perception.

projections stagger?

If the sphere is filled with white ink, it is a kind of canvas on
which I can project. In one experiment I had a waterproof LED
light hung in the ball so that the ball itself could shine in colour.
I projected a different colour on the sphere. The colours were
superimposed. The projection was only on one side of the sphere.
There was a gradient from that side to the other side where it
only glowed in the colour of the LED light.
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The most important medium for my work is light.
It can be used as a hybrid medium. It can be
physically visible as a sculpture and appear to have
mass and weight, because fog can bring out the light
beam. The water molecules in the air are large enough
to reflect the light. So, you actually see the fog and
to the
colour
is also
an option to play with
not theDue
light.
Light
canoverlay
act as there
a digital
medium.
It is possible to use it analogue but also digitally.
theversatile
shadow when
you change
put something
in the beam
Light is
and can
its appearance
and of the beamer.
interact differently with the environment. The light
Themake
shadow
has
the colour
theroom
LED visible.
light that is hanging in the
beam can
other
elements
in of
the
With coloured light, a room can have atmosphere and
thepaint
sphere
filled
withItclear
colour sphere.
without When
having
on is
the
wall.
can liquid
show and there is a
structures and shapes without actually being there.
shadow
you can see
it slightly
distorted and upside
With light
youplay
can behind
create it,
illusions
and,
above all,
easily change our own reality perception. You can use
down
the ball. I to
would
also like
to work
with colour filters in 1
light to
drawin attention
certain
points
and make
something stand out. Our mind will go there
the balls. When a colour filter halves the ball and I map a light on
automatically.
The ‚Skyspace‘ work by James Turrell shows how
it, the
beam
after the filter.
I also got small
magically
light
canchanges
change colour
our perception
through
coloured light.‘Skyspace‘ is an architectural space.
spheres
thatatarethe
used
for decoration.
There are
benches
walls
to sit downWith
and them I want to
there is an oculus in the middle of the ceiling.
spheres.
experiment
A hole create
withouta different
glass in structure
it. From in
thethe
benches
youAnother
look
through the hole in the sky. It looks like Turrell
I wantthe
to do
is down
with the
afterimage.
you see a colour for a
has brought
sky
to us.
When theThat
sun ifrises
and sets, the room is changed by coloured light.
timeofand
at a white
youthe
see the
As the long
colour
thethen
roomlook
changes,
the surface,
colour of
sky begins to change too. So, he plays with the light
complementary
colour.
A microscope
camera
and creates
an illusion
in our
perception.
Due tocould
the bring a
simple and mostly massive construction of the
different
‚zooming and
in‘ and
‚zooming
out‘ that can
building,
it hasperspective
something for
monumental
gives
you
the feeling of attending a ritual. There is something
be used
for projections
for example.
mesmerising
about
it and it feels
like time is
progressing very slowly. The sunset or sunrise
So, the
my thoughts
and on,
therefore, the end
indicates
time and are
the going
colouronchange
is and,
adapted
to it. Our eyes also adjust to it.
thislight
document
is not
the end
mymyresearch.
All in of
all,
brings
together
allofof
topics I am constantly
that I have discussed before.
and motivated
my an
environment
It can inspired
change perception
andby
have
impact on and
our will therefore get
consciousness, create illusions, initiate us into a
bring into
practice
new ideas.
kind ofand
hypnotic
trance,
interact
with other media,
and create physical effects. It is an all-round
talent and a medium that has a big impact on my work.
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